
Midterm Review

Topics:
Lecture 2.1: Markup languages, DOM

Lab 1: HTML
Lecture 2.2: Cascading style sheets

Lab 2: CSS
Lecture 3: Design

Homework 1: Design review
Lecture 5a: Programming languages

Lecture 5b / Lab 3: Javascript



CISC 1600, Lecture 2.1
Markup Languages, DOM

Topics:

Markup language definition

Markup language types

Key terminology

HTML Document Object Model (DOM)



Lab 1: HTML

● HTML document parts: <head>, <body>

● HTML tags: 
– In Head: <title>, <meta>, <script>, <link>

– In body: <h1>, <h2>, <p>, <ul>, <li>, <img>, <a>, 
<pre>, <table>, <tr>, <td>

● Common attributes of these tags



Markup Languages (defined). 

From: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markup_language

“A markup language is a system for annotating a 
document in a way that is syntactically distinguishable 
from the text. The idea and terminology evolved from the 
"marking up" of paper manuscripts, i.e., the revision 
instructions by editors, traditionally written with a blue 
pencil on authors' manuscripts.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markup_language


   Types of Markup

1. Presentational markup: Used by traditional word-
processing systems, to create a WYSIWYG effect. 
Examples: add a line break, bold a word, change font 
style or color. 

2. Procedural markup: Provides instructions for programs 
that are to process the text. Examples: add an image, 
video, or link to a document.

3. Semantic markup: Used to label parts of a document 
and attach additional meaning to those sections. 
Examples: define the title of a document or declaring 
that a section of text is an address.



Markup Languages 
Key Terminology

Tag: A markup that constitutes an instruction to an interpreting program, 
and is not part of the text being marked up.  

Element: If a document can be converted into a “tree”-like representation, 
as HTML can, then an element is a “node” in the “tree”.

Attribute: A markup signifying a property of an element.



HTML5 Skeleton

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

    <meta charset="utf-8" />

    <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1" />

    <title>Prof Mandel's App</title>

</head>

<body>

    <h1>Hello world!</h1>

    <p>This is the first paragraph</p>

</body>

</html>



Every HTML element is a box



Every HTML element is a box



Example DOM



Example DOM

<html>

<p><h1>

Text Text

<body>



CISC 1600, Lecture 2.2
Cascading style sheets (CSS)

Topics:
Don't repeat yourself

CSS syntax and examples 
Three ways to include CSS in HTML

Classes & IDs
Span and div tags

Validation



Separation of concerns:
presentation vs content

• Content is the “what” of the document:
– text, media (e.g., images), structure

• Presentation is the “how”
– How should the page be displayed to the user?

• They are only loosely coupled to each other

• Different people could be responsible for each

• This is a general example of the concept of a 
“separation of concerns”



CSS Syntax

• General form of a declaration:
selector { property: value; property: value; }

• Selector is usually the name of a tag

• Braces are curly { }

• Properties are separated from values by colons

• Property-value pairs are terminated with 
semicolons

• White space is ignored



CSS example declarations

• Simple:
p { margin: 10pt; }

• Multiple properties in one block:
h1 { 

   font-family: Verdana, sans-serif;
   color: red;
   font-size: 20px; 
}

• Multiple selectors, relative sizing:
p, div, h2 { color: #00ddff ; width: 80%; }



There are three ways 
to include CSS in HTML

• Include an external CSS file

• Include CSS declarations directly in the head of 
your document

• Include CSS declarations in style attribute of 
individual elements

• Can use any combination
– the “closest” definition is used



Classes and IDs

• How would you style different instances of the 
same element differently?
– Paragraphs in the main article vs in the sidebar

• Or how would you style different non-nested tags 
the same?

• Use the “class” and “id” attribute for any tag



Lab 2: CSS

● Box model, DOM tree, HTML structure

● <div> tags and class attributes

● Useful CSS properties
– font-family: ...

– color: #abcdef; background-color: ...

– display: flex

● Spacing around boxes
– padding: ...

– margin: ...



CISC 1600, Lecture 3
Design

Topics:
User-centered design

Usability
Visual design
Accessibility

Responsive web design
Design review



For a new object,
how easily can you...

• Goal: Determine the function of the object

• Intend: Determine possible ways of satisfying goal

• Plan: Map from intention to action

• Execute: Perform the action

• Perceive: Determine the current state of the system

• Interpret: Make sense of the state of the system

• Evaluate: Determine if that is the desired state

User
(Goal)

User
(Goal) ObjectObject

Intend
Plan

Execute

Evaluate
Interpret

Perceive



Leads to Norman's
principles of good design

• Visibility: easy to identify possibilities for action 
(“affordances”)

• Conceptual model: easy to relate to known 
experiences / objects / metaphors

• Good mappings: easy to determine mapping from 
actions to results, controls to effects

• Feedback: easy to set the object's state



Affordances for door interfaces

From: http://en.3cbang.com/view/19925.html

http://en.3cbang.com/view/19925.html


Usability



Doesn't make you think: good

From: Krug, Steve. Don't make me think! A common sense approach to web usability, 2nd ed. 2006. New Rider 
Press. 



Makes you think: bad

From: Krug, Steve. Don't make me think! A common sense approach to web usability, 2nd ed. 2006. New Rider 
Press. 



Visual Design

• Visual hierarchy indicates what is important

• Consistency reinforces a sense of “place”

• Aesthetics convey information about the site and 
the viewer
– E.g., color can convey emotion



Visual hierarchies 
help us scan a newspaper

From: Krug, Steve. Don't make me think! A common sense approach to web usability, 2nd ed. 2006. New 
Rider Press. 



Consistency reinforces 
a sense of “place”



Accessibility

• Design for users with special needs

• Might include you at some point
– You still want/need to use your favorite websites

• Many issues easy to solve with a little care
– Standard, best-practice solutions exist



Responsive web design

From: Marcotte, Ethan. Responsive Web Design, 2nd ed. 2014. A Book Apart. 



Respond to small changes in size

From: Marcotte, Ethan. Responsive Web Design, 2nd ed. 2014. A Book Apart. 



Respond to large changes in size

From: Marcotte, Ethan. Responsive Web Design, 2nd ed. 2014. A Book Apart. 



Responsive web design
combines three elements

• Flexible grid-based layout
– Minimize hard-coded absolute distances

– Adjusts to small changes in display size

• Media queries in CSS
– Apply styles only on certain display sizes

– Adjusts to large changes in display size

• Flexible images
– Allow images to resize or crop as needed



Noticeable as three effects
when page changes size

• Flexible grid-based layout
– Text containers change shape/size

– Text reflows within them

• Media queries in CSS
– Elements change relative/absolute position

– (many other possibilities as well)

• Flexible images
– Images change size, change bounding box



Homework 1: design review

● Purpose, audience

● Visual design: colors, fonts, images, layout

● Usable: is it intuitive? Learnable?

● Accessible: usable by everyone?

● Responsive: adaptable to different displays?



  

CISC 1600 Lecture 5a
Programming languages

Topics:
Multimedia computing tasks

Programming paradigms
Languages we will be using



  

Programming languages vary by...

● High-level vs low-level
– Closer to how people think: high-level

– Closer to how computers operate: low-level

● Programming language vs scripting language
– Compiled into machine code: programming

– Interpreted directly: scripting

● Programming paradigms facilitated



  

Programming paradigms

● Programming paradigm: a style of programming
– How you define a program's structure & elements

– Hundreds of different ones

– Each language can support several / many

● We will focus on 3 in this class
– Imperative: a smart list

– Procedural: sending messages

– Object-oriented: a set of interacting objects



  

Imperative: a smart list

● Tell the computer how to perform a task

● Contrast with
– Declarative: telling it what to do, it figures out how

– Event-driven: responds to interrupting events

● Imperative languages need three things
– Sequence: an order in which to process information

– Selection: the ability to make a choice (“if” statements)

– Repetition: the ability to repeat an action (“for” loops)



  

Procedural: sending messages

● One section of the program can send a message to 
another section & receive a well-defined response

● Allows for code reuse, modularity

● Types of procedure calls
– Function calls within a program

– Message passing between objects / agents

– Remote procedure calls (e.g., REST) over networks



  

Object-oriented: interacting objects

● Visualize a program as a set of interacting objects

● Identify facts and functions of each object
– Facts: properties of objects, current state

– Functions: procedures, possible operations

● Objects are instances of classes

● ChessPiece is a class, each piece on board is an object
– Facts: current position on board

– Functions: possible next moves



  

CISC 1600 Lecture 5b, Lab 3
JavaScript

Topics:

Javascript overview

The DOM

Variables and objects

Imperative paradigm

Functions

A simple animation



  

JavaScript general syntax
● Syntax is much like C or Java

● Statements “should” end with a semicolon ;

● White space does not matter (except for line breaks sometimes)

/***************************

This is JavaScript (JS), the programming language that powers the web (and this is a 
comment, which you can delete).

***************************/

function greetMe(name) {

  var today = new Date();

  alert("Hello " + name + ", today is " + today.toDateString());

}



  

Interactivity: events and listeners

● JavaScript implements the event-driven paradigm

● Events happen in response to
– User-interface interactions (mouse, keyboard)

– Network operations (page or resource loading)

● Can register “event listener” functions
– Called when event happens with information on event

<button type="button" onclick="go()">Go!</button>



Recall:
Document Object Model (DOM)

 A web browser interprets your HTML
 And builds a model of the page, the DOM

 The DOM is what is rendered to the screen
 The DOM can be manipulated by CSS and 

javascript after it is built
 When building a page, consider its structure 

first, i.e., the DOM



JavaScript can manipulate the DOM

● Several ways to select DOM elements
– document.getElementById(“idOfElement”);

– document.getElementsByTagName(“div”);

– parent.children[index];

– Etc.

● Several ways to modify DOM elements
– element.innerHTML = “Some HTML”;

– img.src = “newUrl”;

– element.style.border = “1pt solid”;



Variables hold values

● Variables are named locations for storing data

● Assign a value to a variable to refer to it later
– Values can be simple: number, string, boolean

– Or complex: DOM node, document object, array of other values

● Create a variable: var count;

● Assign a value to it: count = 0;

● Use it: newH1 = “...count = ” + count + “</h1>”;
● JavaScript in the browser has several pre-defined variables, e.g.,

– window: the browser window/frame around the page

– document: the DOM and other page characteristics



JavaScript is object-oriented

● It implements the object-oriented paradigm

● An object is a collection of facts and functions
– Facts: data, the state of the object

– Functions: the available operations to perform on it

● In JavaScript, both are accessed using a dot '.'
– Fact: document.children

– Function: document.getElementById()

● An object can contain simple values or other objects



Functions: reuse operations

● JavaScript implements the procedural paradigm
– Because you can write and use procedures (functions)

● Functions take input arguments & return outputs
function replaceInnerHtml(nodeId, html) {

var target = document.getElementById(nodeId);

target.innerHTML = html;

return target;

}

● Functions allow code to be more modular and reusable
● Debug a function once, use it many times



  

CISC 1600 Lecture 6
The Internet and World Wide Web

Topics:
Internet overview

Web request overview
URLs and DNS
Network layers

Web request detail
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